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We present a procedure to compute the absolute free energy of solid phases by Monte Carlo
simulation. The method is based on the so-called “Einstein-crystal” method of Frenkel and Ladd J.
Chem. Phys. 81, 3188 1984. The new technique is more general and simplifies the calculation for
systems with hard core interactions. In addition, the reference Einstein crystal is built up to fulfill
translational invariance, which seems to reduce the system size dependence of the results. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2746231
The free energy of crystalline solids can be computed
using simulation following different techniques.1–4 At
present the so-called “Einstein-crystal” proposed by Frenkel
and Ladd3 is the usual procedure. This procedure is based on
a thermodynamic integration on the canonical ensemble
fixed temperature T, volume V, and number of particles N
of the Helmholtz energy function along a reversible artificial
way between the system of interest and an Einstein crystal
whose Helmholtz energy function can be computed analyti-
cally. The integration proposed in Ref. 3 can be sketched as
UR = 1 − UR + UER , 1
FEN,V,T = FN,V,T + 
0
1
d U

 , 2
where U, UE, and U represent, respectively, the potential
energies of the crystalline system, the Einstein crystal, and
that of the system through the perturbation path, and FE and
F are the Helmholtz free energy of the Einstein crystal and
that of the system. At =0 we have the crystalline system,
whereas at =1 we get the so-called Einstein crystal where
the particles are attached to their perfect crystal positions
through harmonic springs.
In their work, Polson et al.4 consider a crystal with fixed
center of mass CM. We have found that it can be more
convenient to allow the global Einstein crystal to translate.
We will consider for simplicity, a system of N identical
particles in a three dimensional space. Following similar pro-
cedures the equations for more complex systems can be
found. The potential energy of the Einstein crystal of a sys-
tem with N identical particles can be written as
UE =
1
2kE	
i=1
N
ri − ri
02, 3
where kE is the force constant, and ri
0 the particle positions
in the perfect crystal are no longer fixed, but depend on the
CM position. Let us denote as bi the reference positions
when the CM is located at the coordinates origin. It will be
fulfilled,
1
N	i=1
N
bi = 0, 4
and we will have for other position of the CM,
ri
0
= r0 + bi = 
 1N	i=1
N
ri + bi, 5
where r0 is the CM position. We can write, then,
UE =
kE
2 	i=1
N ri − bi + 1N	j=1
N
r j − b j2. 6
Defining wiri−bi, UE can be written as
UE =
kE
2 	i=1
N
wi
2
−
1
N	j=1
N
	
k=1
N
w jwk , 7
UE =
NkE
2
wi
2 − wi2 . 8
The total energy H of the system can be written as
H =
m
2 	i=1
N
	
a
w˙ia
2 + 12	
i=1
N
	
j=1
N
	
a
	
b
wiawjbUia,jb, 9
where m is the mass of each particle, a and b refer to the
three components x ,y ,z of the coordinates w and velocities
w˙, and the matrix elements Uia,jb are given by
Uia,jb = ab · 
ij − 1NkE, 10
where ab is the Kronecker delta. In order to solve the sta-
tistical mechanics of the system we can compute the normal
modes of the system by means of the diagonalization of the
matrix given in Eq. 10. The eigenvalues are =kE /2 with
degeneracy 3N−3 and =0 degeneracy equals to 3. The
later corresponds to the global translation of the crystal. The
partition function can now be written as5aElectronic mail: noe@iqfr.csic.es
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QE = h−3N
V
N
zk
3Nzu
3N−3
, 11
where h is the Planck constant, the term V /N corresponds to
the overall translational degrees of freedom considering the
particle indistinguishability, and zk and zu are given by
zk = 
−

dpe−p2/2m = 
2m

1/2, 12
zu = 
−

dqe−kEq2/2 = 
 2
kE
1/2, 13
where 1/kBT, with kB being Boltzmann’s constant. The
free energy per particle, fE=−kBTlog QE /N, will be
fEN,V,T = 3 log


 + 32
1 − 1Nlog kE
2
2kBT
+
1
N
log
N3
V
, 14
where h /zk is the de Broglie thermal wavelength and we
have introduced the parameter  as length unit. Notice that
the result given in Eq. 14 is slightly different to that given
by Polson et al.4 for the system subject to the CM constraint.
The procedure sketched in Eqs. 1 and 2 cannot be
directly applied in systems with hard core interactions. Fren-
kel and Ladd3 proposed a procedure to overcome such a
difficulty. Here, we present a much simpler method that con-
siders more general perturbation schemes than those given
by Eq. 1 to define the path to reach the Einstein crystal
limit. Consider a system potential energy given by
UR = UhR + U1R , 15
where UhR is the hard core interaction, defined by a sum of
pair interactions,
UhR = 	
ij
	HSrij , 16
where 	HSrij is the hard sphere potential.5 In order to
present the procedure, we first invert the direction of the
integration to write
UR = 1 − UER + U1R + fhURR , 17
where UR is the sum of ramp potential interactions,
URR = 	
ij
	Rrij , 18
	Rr = W0 ·  − r 19
for r and zero elsewhere, and fh was chosen to be
fh =

1 − 
. 20
Equations 19 and 20 introduce the hard core interaction in
a progressive manner. The free energy of the system will be
computed according to
F = FE + 
0
1
d U

; 21
given the choice for fh given in Eq. 20, the integrand takes
the form
U

= U1R − UER +
1
1 − 2
URR . 22
We have computed the Helmholtz energy for fcc
crystals3 of hard spheres at reduced density3,4 
3
=1.040 86. The value of kE was chosen to keep approxi-
mately constant the oscillation of the particles from their
equilibrium lattice positions kE2=180. We found that
some care must be taken when choosing the parameter W0
see Eq. 19. Using W0
*
=W0 /kBT=1 the fcc structure be-
comes unstable through the integration path and the system
melts. No problems appear when taking W0
*
=10. We have
carried out series of simulations for several system sizes
given by N=4 l3 with l being an integer number. In each
case we performed the integration using n values of : i
= 2i−1 / 2n, i=1,2 ,3 , . . . ,n. We used n=50. The integra-
tion given in Eq. 21 was computed as
F = FE +
1
n
	
i=1
n  UR1 − 2 − UE, 23
In Table I we present the results. The excess free energy can
be computed as4
Fex/N = F/N − log
3 − 1 + log2NN  . 24
We can extrapolate the results to the thermodynamic limit,
using
EexN
N
= fex + a1
1
N
. 25
Fitting our results to Eq. 25 using the results for systems
with l5, i.e., N500, we found fex
=5.918 91±0.000 11 and a1=−2.23±0.19. The result for
TABLE I. Helmholtz free energy of fcc solids: F˜  =F−3N log /. The number of particles is given by
N=4l3.
l F˜ /N l F˜ /N l F˜ /N
2 4.929 98 3 4.961 1537 4 4.963 0730
5 4.962 1922 6 4.961 2618 7 4.960 6821
8 4.960 3920 9 4.959 8131 10 4.959 7921
12 4.959 3314 15 4.959 1516
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fex agrees with that from Ref. 4 as expected, and for the
hard sphere system here considered the size dependence of
the results is much lower6 than the one obtained in Ref. 4.
We have presented an extension of the so-called Einstein
crystal method of Frenkel and Ladd to compute the free en-
ergy of solid phases. The new method makes much more
straightforward the calculation for systems with hard core
interactions. In addition, the removal of the fixed CM con-
straint for the references system seems to improve the size
dependence of the results.
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